
Office Hours 
Monday—Friday  

8.30am til 3.45pm 

03 8691 6900 

202-226 Newbury Boulevard 

Craigieburn 3064 

newbury.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au 

www.newburyps.vic.edu.au 
 

Altered School Timings 

End of Term 3-Friday 20th September 

-2:10pm dismissal 

End of Term 4: Friday 20th December 

1.10pm dismissal  

Students must be picked up at these 

times. 

Important Dates 
 

Friday 23rd August 
Newsletter Day 

 

Wednesday 28th August 
Fathers Day Stall 

 

Friday 30th August 
Assembly Day - in the gym 

at 2:30pm 
Newbury Creek Cup—
selected 5/6 students 

 

Monday 2nd September 
Year 1 Melbourne  
Museum Excursion 

1A, 1B, 1C, 1E and 1F 
 

Tuesday 3rd September 
Year 1 Melbourne  
Museum Excursion 

1D, 1G, 1H, 1I and 1J 
 

Friday 6th September 
Newsletter Day 

 

For more important dates, 
please visit: 

www.newburyps.vic.edu.au 
or visit the Sentral Calendar 
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Issue 12 
Friday 9th 

July 2019 

 
Dear Parents/Carers,  
We are halfway through the term already and it has been very busy. Work has 
begun on our grounds. Hopefully by the end of the term we will have a sensory 
garden, additional playground and outdoor seating completed, ready to enjoy in 
the Spring weather.  
This term’s exploration for QUEST is Time and Place where students are  
exploring history, changes in time, family trees and migration. Ask your child what 
they have been learning around this topic. 
 
PREP 2020 ENROLMENT PROCESS: 
Our enrolment process is as follows: 

 If you have not registered your interest for enrolment you will need to  
complete this by going to our website.  

 Office staff will check if your address is in our zone.  If you live in our zone you 
will receive a phone call to make an appointment to complete enrolment form. 

 If we have places become available and you are not in our zone we will call 
you by the end of October to see if you would still like a place. Please enrol in 
your closet school just in case we do not have a place become available.   
 

PREP 2020: 
If you or someone you know is wanting to enrol their child in Prep for 2020, 
please contact the office as soon as possible for an enrolment form. We have 
been inundated with a large number of Prep enrolments for 2020 and need to 
determine numbers very quickly, in order to assist us in our planning for next 
year. 
 
CHILD SAFE STANDARDS: 
Ministerial Order 870 - Child Safe Standards - Managing the Risk of Child Abuse 
in Schools provides guidance on how the Standards apply to a school setting. It 
came into effect on 1 August 2016.  To implement the minimum Standards in  
accordance with the Order school governing authorities must: take account of the 
diversity of all children, including (but not limited to) the needs of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander children, children from culturally and linguistically diverse 
backgrounds, children with disabilities, and children who are vulnerable; and 
make reasonable efforts to accommodate such diversity. Our Child Safe  
Standards policies are available to view on our school website  
newburyps.vic.edu.au 
 
STUDENT EMPOWERMENT CONFERENCES: 
Student Empowerment Conferences will be held on Thursday 12

th
 September. 

This is an opportunity for the student, parents/carers and teacher to sit together 
and celebrate success and progress. Appointments times are from 12:30-7:30pm 
and can be made via Sentral. 
Please note that students are only required at school for their designated Student 
Empowerment Conference time. 
 
SCHOOL CROSSINGS: 
Please use the school crossings on Grand Boulevard and Newbury Boulevard 
safely. We are working hard to demonstrate safe road practices for our students. 
 
EVERY DAY COUNTS-LATE ARRIVALS/EARLY LEAVERS: 
We continue to have a high number of students arriving at school late or being 
picked up early on a regular basis, usually from 1:00pm onwards which means 
students are missing around 2 hours of school. Newbury Primary School’s hours 
are from 9:00am-3:10pm and it is an expectation that students are at school for 
the entire time. Please respect student’s learning time by allowing them to  
maximise every learning opportunity by being at school for the whole day. 
If you need to make an appointment, we ask that you make it outside of school 
hours. 
 
 

Apps to Download 
 

Sentral: Keep up to date with 
instant notifications to your iPad 

or phone. 
QKR!: Make payments online 

using your debit/credit card for 
all school events requiring  

payment. 



 
 
 

 
 
 
EVERY DAY COUNTS-FAMILY HOLIDAYS: 
Last year 2260 days of absences were due to family holidays! This greatly impacts on student learning. Whilst we  
understand that sometimes families need to go overseas due to family circumstances we ask you to take holidays out of 
school times. Students get eleven weeks of holidays a year and having additional time can impact on their social and 
academic learning needs. 
All family holidays need Principal approval. Please contact the Principal via the school email  
newbury.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au 
 
BIKES AND SCOOTERS: 
At Newbury Primary School, we promote health and fitness and encourage students to ride or scooter to school as a 
great way of starting their day. It is terrific to see many students riding their bikes or scooters to school, which assists 
them in being healthy. Please make sure your child is wearing a helmet and that once they enter the school grounds, 
they walk their bike or scooter in. When crossing the road, students should also walk their bike or scooters across the 
crossing for additional safety. 
 
WE ARE PAPERLESS: 
Just a reminder that all information notices will be delivered through our Sentral app and school website. Only  
notices that require parent permission will be sent home. Please check the app or website regularly for updated  
information. 
 
TIPS FOR HELPING YOUR CHILD AT HOME: 
To further assist your child’s mathematical understanding, go on a number hunt. 
Find numbers around you including calendars and house numbers. 
Look at and say the numbers on number plates, speed signs, house signs, shop signs and shopping catalogues. 
Practise counting at every opportunity. 
Identify numbers on a calculator- this can be done on a phone or iPad. 
If eating out, identify numbers on the menu. 
 
SUPERVISION BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL: 
Please note that supervision for students before school commences at 8:45am and after school until 3:25pm.  Staff are 
not on duty beyond these times. Please do not drop off your child before this time or leave them waiting after school  
beyond this time as they will not be supervised. 
 
ALL DAY GRAZING: 
At Newbury Primary School, we understand that students need food to fuel their brain and that they are hungry during 
the day.  It is great to visit classrooms and see students nibbling on carrot sticks, cheese, rice crackers, fresh or dried 
fruit, yoghurt or vegetables. We encourage students to bring along healthy snacks that they can munch on in class so 
ensure you pack some into their lunchboxes. Some suggestions include; baby cucumbers, cherry tomatoes, dip and 
crackers, pretzels and small cans of tuna. Having these in containers where possible, also helps to reduce the amount of 
rubbish around the school. Please refrain from providing food that may affect any anaphylactic students.  
 
As always, we are privileged that you trust us with your greatest asset and thank you for choosing Newbury Primary 
School.  
 
Principal Class Learning Community 
Michelle Bromfield 
Michelle Tedeschi 
Cameron Traill 
 
 

mailto:newbury.ps@edumail.vic,.gov.au


 

  

 
The 3/4 Learning Community have been busy throughout Term 3 learning, exploring 

and discovering lots of new and interesting information and skills. The following  

students have explained below what has been happening within our Learning  

Community: Aaira, Shabadjot and Sarin.  

In English, we have been learning how to find the main idea, find and explain  

unknown vocabulary, retell, summarise and paraphrase from a non-fiction text. We 

have also been comparing and contrasting to show the similarities and differences 

between characters, settings and lifestyles etc. To help with summarising we are 

learning how to find the main idea. We have also started writing journals of a convict 

child that was aboard the First Fleet and have explored historical narratives.  

By Aaira 

 

In Mathematics we have been focusing on multiplication and measurement. In  

multiplication we have been doing arrays, the vertical strategy, how to multiply with 

2, 3, 4, 5 and 10s, multiplication stories, worded problems and repeated addition. 

We have also been looking at strategies when multiplying larger numbers such as the 

split strategy, compensation strategy and the extended method. We will continue to 

learn more about multiplication in the term. In Measurement we have been focusing 

on kilometres, metres, centimetres, millimetres, length, perimeter, area, mass and 

capacity. We still have lots to learn. 

By Shabadjot  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

In QUEST, we have been learning about Australia’s history. We have learnt about 

what Australia was like pre-European settlement, and we learnt that it was very 

different for the Indigenous people. We have learnt that the Indigenous people of 

Australia have lived in Australia for more than 50,000 years. In England in the 1700’s 

Great Britain was  

putrid. There were clans of rats roaming England, disease, raw toilet floating down 

streets and dead animals laying lifelessly and rotting on the streets of England, 

butchers would throw out the guts of dead animals from the windows onto the 

streets of Great Britain. Crime was high and people were very poor. The streets of 

London were dangerous and disgusting. People would even empty their chamber 

pots onto the streets. The rules in England were very harsh also and people of crimes 

were sentenced to death or transportation. The people needed help, but no one 

cared so they were left with no help and they had to steal to survive. Those people 

were so desperate they needed to eat something or sell something for food. So they 

stole. Some people who got the death sentence for their crimes had their sentences 

reduced to 7 years of transportation to Australia. Life on board the journey was hor-

rible and hard and when the First Fleet got to Australia everything dramatically 

changed. Life for the Indigenous people changed forever. 

By Sarin 
 

In Community Building we have been learning about soccer. We have been practising 

dribbling, scoring, keeping control of the ball, passing and being a good goal keeper. 

In dribbling we have learnt how to go through the cones with both of our feet in use. 

Next we have been learning how to pass the ball to our team mates by using the  

inside arch of our feet. After that we learnt how to keep control of the ball by  

keeping it close so it doesn’t run off to the other team. Next we learnt how to score 

and protect the goal. We used the top of our foot and directed the ball to score in 

the goal area. To protect the goal, we need to keep our eyes on the ball and spread 

both arms and legs. 

By Shabadjot 

 

We still have lots to learn and are looking forward to our excursion to the Royal  

Botanic Gardens where will learn more about the Indigenous people’s way of life. 





                   SWPB 
 

 

 

On Friday the 16th of August, some students from 
3/4F presented an act of displaying the correct 
ways and incorrect ways to play basketball. The 
reasons why we did this was to show everyone 

how to play basketball collaboratively and to  
follow the School Wide Positive Behaviour matrix 

as well as Newbury Primary School’s values. These 
types of issues often happen regularly outside on 

the yard, we want you to seek assistance if needed 
and understand the importance of being  

respectful. Whenever you’re playing basketball or 
anything outside, play nicely and encourage  

people so these issues can be avoided. You can  
always ask the yard support teacher to help you if 

needed.  
 
By Ashman and L.T 3/4F 

  











 

We are celebrating our Prep Sports Day on Friday 6
th
 

September. This will be an exciting day full of fun 

events. We are very pleased to once again have Mt 

Ridley students assisting us with the event. We  

welcome families to come along to this wonderful 

community event. Prep students are to come to 

school wearing their school uniform and shoes  

suitable for running and jumping. 

 
Session 1: 9.00am – 10.30am PA, PB, PC, PD, PE 

Session 2: 11.30am – 1.00pm PF, PG, PH, PI, PJ, PK 

 
Thank you 

Ms Gasper & Christina Polatajko 

Health and Physical Education Teachers 

                                  

















 

 





Here at Newbury Primary School we take the safety of our  
students seriously. Please refer to the VicRoads  

information below and discuss with your children the  
importance of road safety.  

 
Crossing the road safely 
Pedestrians have to share the road with vehicles so it is important they take care when 
crossing the road. As a pedestrian, plan where you will walk and always choose the 
safest place to cross a road. 
 
Stop, Look, Listen, Think 
Follow the safe road crossing procedure – STOP, LOOK, LISTEN and THINK. 
 
 

 STOP one step back from the kerb or shoulder of the 
road if there is no footpath.  

 LOOK in all directions for approaching traffic.  

 LISTEN in all directions for approaching traffic.  

 THINK about whether it is safe to cross the road – 
when the road is clear or all traffic has stopped.  

 
When crossing, walk straight across the road. Keep 
LOOKING and LISTENING for traffic while crossing. 
This information is particularly relevant to young people 
learning to cross roads. But it also provides a useful  
reminder to everyone particularly to those who may be 
distracted when crossing the road. 
 
Crossings 
Even at crossings you still need to remain alert and check whether vehicles are  
stopping for you. Always make sure traffic has actually stopped before stepping onto 
the road. 
Remember children’s crossings are legally active only when the flags are displayed. If a 
school crossing supervisor is on duty, cross only when he or she indicates that it is 
safe. 
 
Crossing the road at other places 
 Walk straight across the road – don’t jay-walk. 

 Keep checking in both directions to make sure the 
way is clear. 

 Try not to cross the road from between parked cars 
or near trees and bushes as drivers may not see 
you. 

 Avoid crossing near a bend or crest in the road. Give yourself a good chance to see 
vehicles coming from both directions. 

 Avoid crossing on roundabouts, particularly multi-lane roundabouts as they are very 
busy and complex and cars are not required to give way to you, unless there is a 
pedestrian crossing. Find somewhere further away from the roundabout to safely 
cross the road. 


